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M A K E R S P A C E

Paducah Middle @ The Makerspace

We are now scheduling for
the 2022-2023 school year!
The Makerspace will be
focusing on helping schools
develop PBL units and
culminating projects for our
students! We would love to
help you create hands on
experiences for our students
to never forget! Email Katie
Jenkins or Tim Franklin to get
your date on the calendar
NOW! 

Happenings @ the HUB- Check out
the after school programs!

3D Printing 

Intro to Block Coding

3D Print for Teachers

This year, the Paducah Middle School is visiting the
Makerspace every afternoon! They are exploring career
pathways for 9 week segments! Dan Adams is teaching a
makerspace class where students are exploring hand
tools, learning CAD design to work on a laser to wood
cut, and 3D printing. Teresa Sauer is introducing her
students to metal fabrication and all the associated
careers. The computer science pathway is being taught
by Todd Rushing. They will work with coding, virtual
reality, and robotics. Samantha Veal is leading the health
science pathway and introducing her students to health
related fields and area community partners. The
Makerspace is excited about all that Paducah Middle
School is offering their students through pathways! 

T

Get to the
Makerspace!

https://paducahinnovationhub.com/makerspace/



3 D Printing
Students learned the basics of 3D printing and
CAD design. There was an elementary class and
a high school class offered this summer! The
students created some awesome designs! 

Flight and Space 
Students engaged in the exciting world of
aerospace as they explored the work of
engineers. Students used technology to
design, develop, create, and test prototype
aircrafts!

Build Your Own Computer
Students learned about computer hardware and
how to assemble a PC. After completion of this
course, the student were able to identify each
part of a PC, describe the function of those
parts, and assemble the parts correctly. They
also took the computer home with them!

Ceramics
Remember Chia pets? In our ceramics camp,
the students made their own chia pet!
Students also made a functioning clay whistle
to take with them! 

Robotics and Coding
For our little friends, they had a sphero robotics
camp. They learned to manipulate the robot and
code it to send through an obstacle course. For
our older friends, they engaged in learning python
coding and how to code their own password
generator. 

Summer Camp Fun!Summer Camp Fun!Summer Camp Fun!

"Let your

imagination run

wild!"


